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I fhuman neural stem cells were implanted 
into the brains of other primates what 
might this do to the mind ofthe recipient? 

Could such grafting teach us anything of 
value for treatment of neurological injury 
and disease? Could we change the capaci
ties of the engrafted animal in a way that 
leads us to reexamine its moral status? 
These questions have gained significance 
since publication of research involving 
grafting human neural stem cells into the 
brains offetal monkeys (1). In 2004, we 
formed a multidisciplinary working group; 
two plenary meetings over 12 months pro
vide the basis for this Policy Forum. 

Some group members have serious ethi
cal concerns over any use of nonhuman pri
mates in invasive research. However, we set 
aside broader controversies to focus on eth
ical challenges specific to human-to-non
human primate (H-NHP) neural grafting. 
We did not take votes or seek consensus on 
all the questions raised. 

There is considerable controversy 
(reflected within our group) over the likely 
value of interspecies stem cell work for 
progress toward therapies (2). We cannot 
graft human neural stem cells into human 
beings solely for experimental purposes, 
even if they will lead to human therapies. 
Group members arguing for the value of 
research on human cells in NHPs pointed 
out that, because the aim is to learn about 
human neural stem cells, it makes most 
sense to use human lines. The fact that 
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available NHP lines are few and poorly 
characterized (3) is an additional reason to 
use human lines. Another consideration is 
the need to assess candidate human cell 
lines for viability, potential to differentiate, 
and safety with regard to such possibilities 
as tumor formation. NHPs may be appro
priate for in vivo screening. 

Skeptics argued that differences between 
humans and NHPs could render results 
uninterpretable and that the preferred path 
for many questions is to study NHP neural 
stem cells in NHPs. Assessments of the sci
entific merit of the research must form and 
develop along with the field itself. 

We unanimously rejected ethical objec
tions grounded on unnaturalness or cross
ing species boundaries (4). Whether it is 
possible to draw a meaningful distinction 
between the natural and the unnatural is a 
matter of dispute. However, stipulating that 
research is "unnatural" says nothing about 
its ethics. Much of modern medical practice 
involves tools, materials, and behaviors that 
cannot be found in nature but are not uneth
ical as a consequence 

Another concern is that H-NHP neural 
grafting is wrong because it transgresses 
species boundaries (5). However, as the 
recent National Academy report notes (6), 
the notion that there are fixed species bound
aries is not well supported in science or phi
losophy. Moreover, human- nonhuman 
chimerism has already occurred through 
xenografting. For example, the safety and 
efficacy of engrafting fetal pig cells has been 
studied in people with Parkinson's disease 
and Huntington's disease without moral 
objection. Indeed, some have suggested that 
porcine sources may be less morally con
tentious than the use of human fetal tissue 
(7). Merely because something has been 
done does not prove it right. However, we, 
like the National Academy, see "no new eth
ical or regulatory issues regarding chimeras 
themselves" [(6), p. 33]. 

The central challenge is whether intro
ducing human cells into NHP brains raises 

questions about moral status. A variety of 
reasons have been given for according dif
ferent moral standing to humans and NHPs. 
In the Abrahamic traditions, humans are set 
apart by God as morally special and are 
given stewardship over other forms of life 
(Genesis 1 :26- 28). For Kantians, human 
capacities for rationality and autonomy 
demand that we be treated as ends in our
selves (8). Mill finds, in the richness of 
human mental life, an especially fecund 
source of utility (9). Singer, although 
strongly defending equal consideration of 
nonhuman interests, argues that self-aware
ness affects the ethically allowable treat
ment of a creature by changing the kinds of 
interests it can have (J 0). 

Many of the most plausible and widely 
accepted candidates for determining moral 
status involve mental capacities such as the 
ability to feel pleasure and pain, language, 
rationality, and richness of relationships. To 
the extent that a NHP attains those capaci
ties, that creature must be held in corre
spondingly high moral standing. There are 
those, including Singer and some of our 
working group, who believe that we already 
overestimate differences in relevant mental 
capacities, and thus of moral status, 
between humans and NHPs. But the issue 
here is the extent to which human/NHP 
neural grafting might change capacities in a 
way that changes moral status. 

Although we cannot assess altered 
capacities by experiencing an animal's 
mental life from within, we can assess its 
performance on cognitive tasks and 
observe its behavior. Establishing whether 
and in what ways engrafted animals 
undergo cognitive or behavioral changes 
requires an understanding of what the nor
mal range is for a particular NHP species. 
Unfortunately, our understanding ofNHP 
cognitive capacities is patchy, data are 
tricky to gather and difficult to interpret 
[(11); see supplementary material]. Thus, 
even if we observe what appear to be more 
humanlike capacities in an engrafted ani
mal, we may be unable either to establish 
whether the capacities are outside of the 
normal range for that species, or to interpret 
the moral meaning of observed changes. 

One conceivable result ofH-NHP neural 
grafting is that the resulting creature will 
develop humanlike cognitive capacities rele
vant to moral status. H-NHP neural grafting 
may not be unique in having the potential to 
alter the capacities ofNHPs. Chimps reared 
with humans behave in a more humanlike 
way than chimps reared by chimps (12). 
Transfer between species of predispositions 
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relating to auditory perception was found is complicated by lifestyle similarities that 
after transplantation of already formed por- cut across phylogenetic groups, our closest 
tions of brain tissue (J 3). Introduction of relatives amongNHPs tend to show greater 
human neural progenitor cells into develop- neuroanatomic similarities to human brain 
ing mouse brains resulted in widespread structures (16). 
incorporation of human neural progenitor Also related to recipient species is brain 

• cells; but behavioral alterations were not size. It is unlikely that the structural com-
reported (14). Although such results are not plexity needed for any significant degree of 
reasons to think it likely, one unanimous con- humanlike mental capacity can be achieved 
clusion of our group is that we are unable to under tight size limitations. However, brain 
rule out the possibility of effects on cognition size influences the size of the developing 
ofthe sort that matter to moral status. cranium, an effect seen naturally in hydro-

One option is to treat any development cephalus. Thus, a fetal marmoset engrafted 
of more humanlike cognitive capacities as a with human neural cells might, to some 
risk to avoid. Alternatively, it might be extent, develop a larger brain than is typical 
argued that the challenge is less to avoid a for the species. 
direct ethical ill and more to understand the The specific sites into which the human 
mental capacities of engrafted animals and neural cells become integrated within the 
to treat them in a manner appropriate to recipient brain is also of potential signifi-
their moral status. Indeed, it might even be cance. Functional integration into the cere-
argued that such changes constitute a poten- brum, which is associated with higher brain 
tial benefit to the engrafted animal, insofar functions, seems more likely to affect cog-
as the changes are viewed as enhancements nitive capacities than does integration into 
of the sort we value for ourselves. However, the cerebellum; although eng rafted neural 
these more humanlike capacities might also cells may migrate and project to disparate 
confer greater capacity for suffering that brain areas. 
would add to existing concerns about the Overall, we think it unlikely that the graft-
harms caused by inadequate conditions for ing of human cells into healthy adult NHPs 
NHPs in research. will result in significant changes in morally 

We propose six factors that research relevant mental capacities. However, in the 
oversight committees and other review case ofNHP models of human neurological 
groups should use as a starting framework. disease and injury, adult recipients of human 
They are (i) proportion of engrafted human neural cells may have extensive disruption to 
cells, (ii) neural development, (iii) NHP their neural structures that might allow 
species, (iv) brain size, (v) site of integra- greater scope for eng rafted human neural 

• 
tion, and (vi) brain pathology. cells to affect cognitive capacities. We do not 

Though even a few engrafted cells may consider this a strong possibility, because 
affect neural activity, we expect that a diseased or injured brains will be starting 
higher proportion of engrafted human cells from an impaired state from which even a 
relative to host cells will increase the return to species' normal functional levels is 
prospect of more humanlike neural function unlikely. However, the therapeutic point is to 
and, thus, of more humanlike cognitive reinstate lost function, and we cannot be cer-
capacities. High proportions of engrafted tain that this will be the only functional result 
cells are more likely to be achieved by of inter species neural grafting. Furthermore, 
implantation early in neural development. some of the disorders likely to be of interest 

We also expect that the potential for (such as Alzheimer's) involve higher-level 
engrafted cells to have significant func- cognitive capacities. 
tional influence will be markedly greater for There is no simple relation between 
engraftment at very early stages of develop- these factors and, thus, no formula for mak-
ment than for engraftment into the estab- ing evaluative judgments. Considering 
Ii shed architecture of adult brains. Although issues of moral status that go beyond the 
neural progenitor cells eng rafted into the ethical challenges attending any invasive 
neonatal primate brain disseminate widely NHP work, our framework suggests that 
and integrate throughout the brain (1), the experiments of greatest concern are those in 
mature primate brain tends to resist incor- which human neural stem cells are 
poration of eng rafted cells (15). engrafted into the developing brains of 

A graft recipient's degree of relatedness great apes and constitute a large proportion 
to our own species may matter for several of the engrafted brain. On the basis of this 
reasons. Genetics contribute to brain struc- concern, and on doubts about scientific 
ture by providing the protein building merit, some of us believe that engraftrnent 
blocks that shape neurons and their inter- of human neural cells into great apes should 
connections. Factors such as cell surface not be permitted, particularly early in neural 
markers and the mechanisms of cellular development. Others argue against outright 
signaling are more similar in our closer prohibition on grounds that scientific justi-

• relations (2, 3). Also, although the picture fications might be forthcoming as the field 

progresses. For example, if a useful great 
ape model of a neurological disease is 
developed, and a promising human neural 
stem cell line is ready for use, there might 
be reason to proceed with human- great ape 
work, rather than waiting to develop great 
ape lines . Our framework suggests that 
experiments involving engraftment into 
healthy adult brains of our most distant 
monkey relations, especially when the pro
portion of engrafted cells is small relative to 
host cells, are the least likely to raise con
cerns about significant cognitive effects. 
However, especially as we consider experi
ments involving implantation of relatively 
large numbers of human cells early in devel
opment, there is no present empirical basis 
on which to rule out changes that might 
implicate moral status, whether the 
eng rafted NHPs are great apes or monkeys. 

In view of the challenges arising from 
moral status, we support the National 
Academy's recommendation that H-NHP 
neural grafting experiments be subject to 
special review. We agree that such review 
should complement, not replace, current 
review by animal-use panels and institu
tional review boards. We further recom
mend that experiments involving H-NHP 
neural grafting be required, wherever possi
ble, to look for and report changes in cogni
tive function . Explicit data collection on 
cognition and behavior will help to ensure 
that ethical guidelines can be developed 
appropriately as the field advances . 
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Logical Geography of Computational Approaches 

and ideology is rather loose. In particular, the fact that great progress is (or 
is not) being made on a research program might tell us next to nothing 
about the ultimate soundness of its inspiring ideology. 

And vice versa: refutation of an ideology sometimes bodes not very 
much at all fi>r the research done under its banner. Ideologies arc impor
tant and even unavoidable; they affect how we imagine the issues, and how 
we express the questions. A f.1lse ideology will typically tempt us to frame 
the wrong questions and thereby waste time and effort on low-grade re
search and avoidable artifactual puzzles. But sometimes one can make pro
gress even while asking awkward and misguided questions, and sometimes 
(quite often, in fact, I think) researchers half-consciously know better than 
actually to ask the questions their ideology holds to be the right questions . 
Instead, they ask questions they can sec how to answer and hardly notice 
that these inquiries are rather remotely related to the official questions of 
their school of thought. 

Not surprisingly, it is philosophers who have been the most active fi)r
mulators and guardians of the ideologies. Jerry Fodor, in The Lall,Huage of 
Thought (1975) and RePresentatiolls (1981), has for some time been the 
theologian in residence at the East Pole [his more recent heresy in The 
Modularity of Mind (1983) will be discussed in due course]. Hubert Drey
fus and John Searle at Berkeley arc the gurus of West Coast Zen Holism. 
Hartry Field (1978) is another East Polar apologist, and so is Gilbert Har
man (1973), though he is not entirely Orthodox. 

Joining Dreyfus and Searle on the West Coast is Charles Taylor. 4 Other 
philosophers range in between: Stephen Stich, Robert Cummins, John 
Haugeland, and Margaret Boden, to name a few.s (For my part, I have 
always considered myselfbi-coastaI.6 ) Philosophers arc not the only major 
participants in this ideological conflict ho~ever. Allen Newell,? Noam 
Chomsky, II and Zenon Pylyshyn9 have staunchly represented the East, 
while Terry Winograd,1O Lotti Zadeh, and Douglas Hofstadter arc non
philosophers in the West who have contributed more than passingly to the 
formulation of doctrine. II And in psychology we have for instance the 
Apostate Ulric Neisser, whose book, Cogl1itive Psychology (1963), was a 
founding document of High Church Computationalism, but who, under 
the influCl1ce of J. J. Gibson, renounced the faith in his book, Cogl1ition 
and Reality (1975), and helped to turn Ithaca into something of a West 
Coast colony.12 

Real-world geography is obviously only an intermittent clue to logical 
geography. The San Diego school of Norman, Rumelhart, and McClel
land is appropriately Western in its attitude, but now that McClelland is 
joining the rather Middlewestern group of Hinton and Fahlman at Car
negie-Mcllon, Pittsburgh (given the Dreyfusian and hence Coastal sym-
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